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AL ALIA INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL, RIYADH 
         ONLINE EXAMINATION – JULY-AUG 2019 

CLASS: XII         MAX.MARKS:80 

SUBJECT: BUSINESS STUDIES (CODE NO: 054)  DURATION: 3 HOURS 
DATE:                                                              

   SECTION- A 

1. ‘Policy formulation is the function of ?  

                    a) Top level managers         b) Middle level Managers            c) Operational level 

managers             d) All of the above 

2.  The princilpes of management are significant because of 

          a) Increase in efficency           b) Initiative 
           c) Optimum utilisation of resources 
           d) Adaptation to changing technology 
 

3. Liberalisation means? 
a) Integration among economies 
b) Reduced government controls and restrictions 
c) Policy of planned disinvetments 
d) None of them 

4.  Which of the following is an example of social environment? 
a) Money supply in the economy 
b) Consumer Protection Act. 
c)  The Constitution of the country 
d)  Composition of Family. 

 
5. Which of the following is not an element of delegation? 

a) Accountability 
b) Authority 
c) Responsibility 
d) Informal organisation 

 

General Instructions: 

i. This question paper contains five Sections: A, B, C, D and E. 
ii. Section A contains objective/MCQ type questions 1 to 20 carrying one mark each. Answers to these 

questions may be given in one word or a sentence. 
iii. Section B contains questions 21 to 25 carrying three marks each. Answers to these questions may 

be given in 50 – 75 words. 
iv. Section C contains questions 26 to 28 carrying four marks each. Answers to these questions may be 

given in about 120 words. 
v. Section D contains questions 29 to 31 carrying five marks each. Answers to these questions may be 

given in about 150 words. 
vi. Section E contains questions 32 to 34 carrying six marks each. Answers to these questions may be 

given in about 200 words. 
vii. There is no over-all-choice in the question paper; however an internal choice has been provided in 1 

question of three marks, 1 question of four marks, 2 questions of five marks and 2 questions of six 
marks. You have to attempt only one of the choices in such questions. 
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6. Grapevine is: 

a) Formal communication 

b) Barrier to communication 

c) Lateral communication 

d) Informal communication 

 

7.  The highest level need in the need Hierarchy of Abraham Maslow: 

a) Safety need 

b) Belongingness need 

c) Self acualisation need 

d) Prestige need. 

8. Explain,how management helps in the development of society. 

9.  Define Management. 

10.Is management cocerned only with doing the right task,completing activities and 

achieving goals without taking into consideration the cost benefit?Give reason in support of 

your answer. 

11. What is Gang plank?. 

12.State any two impacts of change of government policy on business and industry. 

13. Is planning a secondary function of managemnt.What is your stand? 

14.  Give the meaning of “Organising as a process”. 

15.Define “Recruitment”  

16. It means overseeing the subordinates at work.Which element of directing is refferd to?  

17. What is meant by “Encoding as an element of communication?,  

18. New Industrial policy was launched in july 1991 because India was suffering from a 

huge crisis situation.Thes situations necessitated to take immediate policy action as the 

country was the verge defaulting on international finacial obligations.What was the 

position of exchange reserves during that time? 

19. What is meant by Scientific Management? 

20. What is Coordination? 
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  SECTION- B 

21. List the three level of  Management.State any three fuctions of the operational level 
of management. 

OR 

Why management is considered a multi-faceted concept? 

22.  Management of M/S RK Apparels who is manufacturing jeans under brand “Jimmy 

Davis” seeks to achieve different objectives like organisational,social and personal 

objectives.Under personal objectives, the management ensures maximum 

prosperity for employees by providing competitive salary,personal growth and 

development,peer recognition and social recognition ,good working conditions. 

(a) How will the above steps taken by the managemnt benefit the 

individuals/employees? 

(b) Will the employeees feel motivated by these steps?How will it help the firm 

in achieving the organisational goals? 

 

23. Enumerate two objectives of Organising. 
 

24. What do you mean by universality of Management Principles? 
 

25. Differentiate between “Method” and “Budget”as types of plans.  

   SECTION- C 

26. What is meant by Selection?Explain any five steps involved in the process of 
selection of employees. 

OR 

What is  the term Recruitement?. Explain 

27. Nikitha and Salman completed their MBA and started working in a multinational 
company at the same level.Both are working hard and are happy with their 
employer.Salman had the habit of backbiting and wrong reporting about his 
collegues to impress his boss.All the employees in the organisation knew about it.At 
the time of performance appraisal,the performance of Nikitha was judged better 
than Salman.Even then their boss,Mohammed Shareef decided to to promote Salman 
stating that being a female Nikitha will not be able to handle the complications of a 
higher post. 

(a)Identify and explain the principle of management which was not followed 
by this multi-national company. 
(b)Identify the values which are being ignored quoting the lines from the 
above para. 

28. How would you argue that success of a business enterprise is significantly 
influenced by its environment? 
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SECTION- D 

29.  What  purpose does performance appraisal serve? 

OR 

External sources  of recruitment are better than internal sources of recruitments” 

Do you agree with this statements? Give two reasons in support of your answer. 

30.Explain the term “Communication”.How does formal communication differ from 

informal communication? 

OR 

What is meant by Need Hierarchy? Explain 

31. With the help of a diagrame explain “Functional foremanship”as techniques of scientific 

management. 

 SECTION- E 
32. ABC Ltd .is a renowed company in Kirti Nagar market of Delhi  for manufacturing  

quality furniture.From last 20 years ,ABC Ltd has occupied the No.1 position in the 

market.It also specialized in imported furniture besides domestic one.It manufactures for 

both commercialand residential /domestic use.For this company has hired two managers 

one each for commercial and residential department. 

Mr.Sharma ,who is the incharge of manufacturing furniture for commercial purpose ,got the 

target of manufacturing 100 pieces of office tables from a corporate house.To achieve this 

target ,Mr.Sharma has to operate on double shifts due to power failure most of the time.He 

is able to manufacture 100  pieces of office tables but at a higher production cost. 

Whereas ,Mr.Guptha ,who is the incharge of manufacturing furniture for residential 

/dometic use.got the target of manufacturing 50 double beds forone Ashram in 

Vrindavan.Mr Guptha concentrated more on manufacturing beds with fewer 

resources(ie,cutting down the cost of production)due to which he could not achieve the 

target. 

(a)From the two,which manager is effective but not effiecent?why? 

(b)Name the manager whois efficient but not effective.Give reason also 

(c) What shouldbe the idealaim of managers in given situations?  

33. Discuss the differences between the contributions of Taylor and Fayol. 

OR 

How would you characterise business environment?Explain ,with examples ,the 
difference between generaland specific environment. 

34. Distinguish between Policies and Objectives. 

OR 
Describe briefly the relationship between controlling and planning. 

***************************************************************************************** 


